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Numerous studies have identified the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) as an
area critically involved in numerical processing. IPS neurons in
macaques are tuned to a preferred numerosity, hence neurally coding
numerosity in a number-selective way. Neuroimaging studies in
humans have demonstrated number-selective processing in the
anterior parts of the IPS. Nevertheless, the processes that convert
visual input into a number-selective neural code remain unknown.
Computational studies have suggested that a neural coding stage
that is sensitive, but not selective to number, precedes number-
selective coding when processing nonsymbolic quantities but not
when processing symbolic quantities. In Experiment 1, we used
functional magnetic resonance imaging to localize number-sensitive
areas in the human brain by searching for areas exhibiting increasing
activation with increasing number, carefully controlling for non-
numerical parameters. An area in posterior superior parietal cortex
was identified as a substrate for the intermediate number-sensitive
steps required for processing nonsymbolic quantities. In Experiment
2, the interpretation of Experiment 1 was confirmed with
a connectivity analysis showing that a shared number-selective
representation in IPS is reached through different pathways for
symbolic versus nonsymbolic quantities. The preferred pathway for
processing nonsymbolic quantities included the number-sensitive
area in superior parietal cortex, whereas the pathway for processing
symbolic quantities did not.
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Introduction

Many animal species, from parrots to humans, are able to

process number when presented in a nonsymbolic format (for

recent reviews, see Dehaene et al. 1998; Brannon 2006). This

suggests that number processing is biologically relevant and

evolutionarily advantageous. Furthermore, the behavioral

markers of this ability show striking correspondences between

humans and nonhuman animals (e.g., distance and size effects,

Dehaene et al. 1998). This close correspondence suggests that

there are common species-independent constraints on the

development of this ability and that the higher numerical skills

in humans are rooted in this nonsymbolic numerosity system

(Feigenson et al. 2004), the characteristics of which have

recently begun to become uncovered.

Recent neuroscientific studies have described how neurons

in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) of human and nonhuman

primates encode numerosity in a way that is consistent with

the behavioral markers of numerical processing (Nieder and

Miller 2004). Using single-cell recording in monkeys, trained in

a match-to-numerosity task, Nieder et al. (2002) found neurons

in the IPS and in the prefrontal cortex that responded to

numerosity in a number-selective way (Nieder and Miller

2003). In particular, these neurons’ firing rates were selectively

tuned to a specific numerosity: It was maximal for its preferred

numerosity, and the neural response ‘‘decreased’’ when the

value of the presented numerosity was numerically more

distant from the preferred numerosity.

Recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

studies have confirmed the existence of a number-selective

coding system in humans by means of the fMRI adaptation

paradigm. Piazza et al. (2004, 2007) and Cantlon et al. (2006)

showed neural adaptation for repeated numerosities and

rebound of adaptation for deviant (i.e., numerically different)

values in the anterior part of the IPS. In line with the tuning

characteristics of the number-selective neurons described by

Nieder et al. (2002), this rebound effect increased as the

distance between the adaptation numerosity and the deviant

numerosity increased (Nieder and Miller 2003). These adapta-

tion effects were observed for numerosities (dot patterns;

Piazza et al. 2004; Cantlon et al. 2006) as well as for symbolic

numbers (Piazza et al. 2007).

The characteristics of the number-selective neurons can

readily explain many aspects of overt behavior (Nieder and

Miller 2004). However, not much is known about the neural

processes leading up to activation of number-selective neurons;

that is, the neural mechanisms that convert visual input,

consisting of a symbol or a number of objects, into a number-

selective code. In an attempt to bridge this gap, the systems

that are required for this conversion have been investigated by

computational modeling studies (Dehaene and Changeux 1993;

Verguts and Fias 2004).

For the processing of nonsymbolic numerical input (sets of

objects), these models proposed that 2 intermediate number-

sensitive preprocessing steps are necessary for the conversion

of visual input into a number-selective coding system. The first

step is the creation of an object location map, a spatial neuronal

map where each neuron signals the presence of an object at

a given location, independent of the physical appearance of

that object (Gottlieb 2007). Behavioral evidence for the

contribution of such an object location map to the enumera-

tion process derives from the fact that rapid enumeration of

a small number of objects (i.e., subitizing) is only possible when

the objects occupy different positions in space. When the to-

be-enumerated objects are presented concentrically (i.e.,

objects at the same position in the object location map),

subitizing is impossible and a counting procedure is required

(Trick and Pylyshyn 1994). The object location map is number

‘‘sensitive’’ in the sense that when more objects are presented,

more neurons will signal the presence of an object in its
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receptive field, and consequently, there is more neural activity

in the map as a whole. Note that the object location map,

despite being number sensitive, is not number selective as it is

not tuned to a specific numerosity.

After the object location map has been obtained from visual

input, the information in this object locationmapmust be further

converted into a number-selective coding system. This conver-

sion of the object location map into a number-selective coding

system entails a nonlinear transformation (Verguts and Fias

2004). The most straightforward way to accomplish a nonlinear

transformation in neural networks is to implement an in-

termediate preprocessing step between input and output. The

nature of this intermediate step was investigated computation-

ally (Verguts and Fias 2004). A neural network with an object

location map as input was trained to construct a number-

selective coding system at output. The network was equipped

with an intermediate layer between input and output (for more

details, see Verguts and Fias 2004). After training, it was found

that neurons in this intermediate layer respondedmonotonously

(i.e., monotonously stronger or weaker) when more objects

were presented. Hence, the second preprocessing step between

visual input and a number-selective coding system consisted of

nodes accumulating or summating (in a positive or negativeway)

thenumber of objects that are activated in thefirst preprocessing

step (the object location map). Therefore, this second prepro-

cessing step was termed a summation coding system. The nodes

in the summation coding system are number sensitive but,

importantly, are not number selective because they do not

selectively respond to a specific number.

Very recently, the biological reality of a summation coding

system has been demonstrated by means of single-cell re-

cording. Summation-type neurons have been discovered in the

lateral intraparietal area (LIP) of the macaque monkey (Roitman

et al. 2007). The responses of LIP neurons were recorded after

presentation of a task-irrelevant visual array of 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32

elements. More than half of the recorded LIP neurons showed

a monotonic relationship between firing rate and the number

of elements presented to the neuron’s receptive field, in-

dicating that these neurons summated (in a positive or negative

way) the number of elements displayed.

The computational modeling approach by Verguts and Fias

(2004) is not restricted to nonsymbolic number processing. To

simulate how initially arbitrary symbols can acquire numerical

meaning by being associated with nonsymbolic numerosities

during development, the model was presented simultaneously

with nonsymbolic numerical input and the corresponding

symbols. The latter were directly connected to the number-

selective neurons because no nonlinearity is involved in the

mapping from symbols to number-selective neurons. After

training, it was observed that the number-selective neurons that

were tuned to a specific numerosity also responded maximally to

the corresponding symbolic input. Moreover, when symbolic

input was given to the model, the number-selective neurons

showed similar properties as when nonsymbolic input was

presented,mirroringbehavioral observations(BuckleyandGillman

1974; Koechlin et al. 1999). The model thus proposes that

a number-selective coding system represents quantity regardless

of the input format. However, this representation is accessed

through different pathways. For nonsymbolic input, after

preprocessing of the visual information in the object location

map, a summation coding system is accessed before the

number-selective representation. For symbolic input on the

other hand, a direct pathway is possible without accessing

the object location map and summation coding system.

At a behavioral level, evidence demonstrating the different

processing of symbolic and nonsymbolic quantities has been

found by Roggeman et al. (2007). They performed a priming

study in which the effect of a briefly presented prime (Arabic

digit or dot display) on the naming of a subsequently presented

target number (Arabic digit or dot display) was evaluated.

When primes were Arabic digits, a classic distance-dependent

priming effect (faster naming of the target when the numerical

distance between the prime and the target is small, see

Reynvoet et al. 2002) was found. This distance-dependent

priming effect provides evidence for access to the number-

selective coding system. Indeed, because the tuning of number-

selective neurons is not perfect, a prime number will not only

activate neurons that are tuned to the prime’s numerical value

but will also activate neurons that are tuned to numerically

close values, thereby facilitating the naming of subsequently

presented numerically close numbers. In contrast, when primes

were dot displays instead of numerical symbols, it was found

that naming the target value was faster whenever the value of

the prime was larger than or equal to the value of the target.

This points to an underlying representation of numerosities in

accordance with a summation coding system. In particular, if

neurons respond more strongly with more objects, the neural

code of the target will be sufficiently preactivated when the

prime is larger than the target, which allows fast naming of the

target. On the other hand, when the prime is smaller than the

target, not all target neurons will be activated and additional

neurons will have to be activated to name the target, increasing

response time.

‘The aim of Experiment 1 is to locate brain regions that

perform the number-sensitive preprocessing steps (object

location map and summation coding system) that precede

a number-selective coding system. In Experiment 2, we perform

a connectivity analysis on separately acquired fMRI data to test

whether the pathway for processing nonsymbolic number relies

on the number-sensitive areas found in Experiment 1, whereas

the pathway for symbolic numerical input does not.

Experiment 1

We presented dot displays containing 1--5 dots and measured

neural activity for each numerosity. Numerosities were re-

stricted to this range following our earlier studies (Roggeman

et al. 2007) in which we provided behavioral evidence for

summation coding. Stimuli were carefully constructed so that

confounds of nonnumerical parameters (such as total lumi-

nance or object size) were eliminated. This was done in order

to make sure that we would detect areas involved in

‘‘numerical’’ preprocessing steps (object location map and

summation coding system) rather than areas that are sensitive

to physical parameters that correlate with numerosity (see

Materials and Methods).

Because number-sensitive neurons have been found in the

monkey brain in area LIP (Roitman et al. 2007), we wanted to

test if areas in the human parietal cortex that correspond

functionally to monkey area LIP would also show number

sensitivity. Based on the finding that LIP is involved in the

execution of eye movements (Goldberg et al. 2002; Bisley and

Goldberg 2003; Buschman and Miller 2007), participants were
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engaged in a block design localizer run that consisted of

a saccade task and a fixation task.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Twenty-one healthy adult volunteers were recruited from Ghent

University and were paid for participation. Four participants

were excluded from analysis due to poor performance (see

Results). One other subject was excluded because of self-

reported drowsiness. The remaining 16 participants (13 male, 1

left-handed male) were on average 22.2 years old (range: 19--26

years). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

All reported to have no neurological or psychiatric history. The

study was approved by the ethical committee of the Medical

Department of Ghent University. All participants gave written

informed consent prior to scanning.

Stimuli

Stimuli were dot displays with a numerosity ranging from 1 to

5. The procedure to remove confounding effects of non-

numerical parameters was based on Piazza et al. (2004) and

Dehaene S, Izard V, Piazza M (unpublished data, 2005, available

on www.unicog.org; see Fig. 1A). Nonnumerical parameters

can be divided in intensive parameters (individual item size and

interitem spacing) and extensive parameters (cumulative area

of all dots in the display or total luminance, and total area

spanned by the dot configuration). For a given numerosity,

each intensive parameter is linearly related to one of the

extensive parameters (Fig. 1A, linear relationship is shown as

white lines for numerosities 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). For example,

when the numerosity is fixed and the size of the individual dots

increases, the cumulative area of all dots also increases.

Consequently, it is impossible to control both parameters

simultaneously within a single pair of numerosities. The only

way out is to use 2 pairs of numerosities, one controlling for

the intensive parameters and the other for the extensive

parameters. For this purpose, we constructed triplets of dot

displays with increasing numerosity nsmall < nmedium < nlarge

(from now on referred to as ns, nm, and nl, respectively). For the

first pair of the triplet (ns and nm, yellow and magenta display in

Fig. 1A,B), the intensive parameter (e.g., individual dot size) was

constant (red line in the graph) but the extensive parameter

(cumulative area of all dots) covaried congruently with

numerosity: Cumulative area increased with increasing numer-

osity when individual dot size was constant. For the second pair

(nm and nl, magenta and blue display in Fig. 1A,B), the extensive

parameter was constant (purple line in the graph) but the

intensive parameter covaried with numerosity. In this case, the

covariance relation was incongruent because the individual dot

size decreased with increasing numerosity when the cumulative

area was fixed. Within the same triplet, the same logic was used

for controlling the interitem spacing (intensive parameter) and

total area spanned (extensive parameter). Thus, whereas both

extensive parameters increase from ns to nm (and intensive

parameters are constant), the intensive parameters decrease

from nm to nl (and extensive parameters are constant), and

numerosity is the sole parameter that monotonically increases

from ns to nl. Therefore, brain areas that are found activated both

in the contrast (nl > nm) and in the contrast (nm > ns; as

measured by a conjunction analysis) can safely be regarded as

areas responding solely to numerosity and not to the intensive or

extensive confounding parameters. Note that the design is

tailored to quantitatively distinguish neural responses to small,

medium, and large numerosities (i.e., the categories ns, nm, and

nl) but does not allow distinguishing between individual

numerosities because they could belong to multiple categories.

Category ns could be numerosity 1, 2, or 3, nm could be

numerosity 2, 3, or 4, and nl could be numerosity 3, 4, or 5 (Fig.

1B). The stimuli in the separate localizer run were the displays

for numerosity 1 used in the main experiment.

Figure 1. Control of nonnumerical parameters, as based on Piazza et al. (2004) and Dehaene S, Izard V, Piazza M (unpublished data). (A) Nonnumerical parameters were divided
into intensive parameters (x-axis) and extensive parameters (y-axis). The linear relationship between these parameters for a given numerosity is schematically shown in the
graph. Numbered lines specify this relationship for 1--5 dots. Colored lines provide an example of how stimuli were selected to remove the confounding influence of intensive or
extensive parameter values. Starting from a medium numerosity (nm), a smaller numerosity (ns) is selected with the same intensive parameter and a larger numerosity (nl) with
the same extensive parameter. In this way, only numerosity increases from ns over nm to nl (for details, see text). (B) Examples of stimuli with different numerical values in the
categories ns, nm, and nl.
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Dot displays were generated randomly by an adapted version

of a Matlab program (Matlab 7.0.4, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,

MA) described in Dehaene S, Izard V, Piazza M (unpublished

data). Dots were displayed in an area of approximately 10 3 10

visual degrees. The minimum and maximum item size varied

between 0.2 and 0.63 visual degrees. Further details about the

generation of the dot displays are given in the Supplementary

Material.

Experimental Procedure

Stimuli were presented for 150 ms, white against a black

background. A small yellow fixation cross remained on the

screen throughout the total scan time, and participants were

instructed to fixate the cross during the whole scan session.

Stimuli were presented on average every 5 s, with a jittering

factor (Burock et al. 1998; Dale 1999; Miezin et al. 2000)

varying between 0 and 1600 ms, so that the interstimulus

interval between 2 consecutive events could vary between

3400 and 6600 ms. In all, 20% of all events were null events. In

order to make sure that participants paid attention to the

stimuli, occasionally (on 12% of all events), a task trial was

introduced. In these task trials, 2 Arabic digits were presented

left and right of fixation, and participants were asked to

indicate the number corresponding to the numerosity of the

previous dot display by pressing a button with their left or right

index finger (for a snapshot of the experimental design, see

Fig. 2). The experiment consisted of 5 runs with 102 events per

run. Order of the 5 event types (ns, nm, nl, null events, and task

trials) was pseudorandomly intermixed with first-order coun-

terbalancing within runs (each trial type followed every other

trial type equally often; Dale and Buckner 1997; Buckner et al.

1998). Order of numerosities 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 was counter-

balanced over all runs for each subject.

In the localizer run, every stimulus was presented for 1 s and

was immediately followed by another stimulus, yielding a dot

that changed location and size every second. During the saccade

blocks, participants were asked to make a saccade to the dot and

back to the fixation cross every time the dot changed position.

During the fixation blocks, participants were asked to ignore the

dots and to keep fixating the fixation cross. The task was

indicated by the color of the fixation cross (red: make saccades,

yellow: no saccades). Block duration was 16 s. The saccade and

fixation block alternated, and each block was repeated 8 times.

In all, 135 images were acquired with the same echo planar

imaging (EPI) sequence as the main experiment.

The experimental procedure was controlled with E-Prime

1.1 SP3 (www.pstnet.com/eprime; Psychology Software Tools).

Stimuli were presented through dual display MRI compatible

LCD displays and mounted in a lightweight headset (VisuaStim

XGA, Resonance Technology Inc., Northridge, CA; http://

www.mrivideo.com/).

Imaging Procedure

Participants were positioned head first and supine in the bore.

Images were collected with a 3T Magnetom Trio MRI scanner

system (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany), using

an 8-channel radio frequency head coil. First, 176 high-

resolution anatomical images were acquired using a T1-

weighted 3D anatomical sequence (time repetition [TR]

= 1550 ms, time echo [TE] = 2.89 ms, image matrix = 256

3 256, field of view [FOV] = 220 mm, flip angle = 9�, slice
thickness = 0.9 mm, voxel size = 0.9 3 0.871 3 0.871 mm

[resized to 1 3 1 3 1 mm], 176 sagittal slices). Whole-brain

functional images were collected using a T2*-weighted EPI

sequence, sensitive to blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD)

contrast (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, image matrix = 64 3 64,

FOV = 224 mm, flip angle = 90�, slice thickness = 3.0 mm,

distance factor = 17%, voxel size 3.5 3 3.5 3 3 mm, 31 axial

slices). In all, 256 images were acquired per run.

Image Processing and Statistical Analysis

Data analysis was performed using the SPM5 toolbox (http://

www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). An unforeseen technical problem

caused inaccurate timing of events in the first run. Therefore,

the first run was discarded from the analyses for all participants.

Functional volumes were corrected for slice timing, motion

corrected to the first image of each run (second degree B-

spline interpolation). Next, the combined tissue classification,

bias correction, and nonlinear warping procedure of SPM5

were used to normalize the functional and anatomical images

to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template.

Functional images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of

8-mm full-width half maximum (FWHM) prior to statistical

analysis.

Functional data were subjected to a general linear model

(GLM) analysis with 5 predictors per session (ns, nm, nl,

response left, and response right). The protocol was specified

in milliseconds and convolved with the canonical hemody-

namic response function. Six extra predictors derived from the

realignment procedure modeled head motion. The data were

high-pass filtered with a cutoff of 120.5 s. For multisubject

GLM, runs of the same subject were implemented as fixed

effects, between subjects as random effects. Conjunction of the

2 contrasts of interest (nl > nm) and (nm > ns) was calculated

based on the minimum t-statistic compared against the

conjunction null (Nichols et al. 2005). To ensure sufficient

sensitivity with this very conservative procedure (Friston et al.

2005), our results are based on activations at a P level of 0.005

with a cluster extent threshold of 20 voxels. Results with

a statistical threshold of P < 0.001 are reported briefly.Figure 2. Experiment 1. Snapshot of the experimental design.
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Results

Behavioral Results

Four participants were excluded due to poor performance on

the task trials, suggesting that they did not attentively process

the stimuli. We excluded participants when they made more

than 20% errors over the 4 runs or when they made more than

30% errors in a single run. The remaining participants made

on average 6.25% errors (range: 0--7 errors on the total of 48

trials).

Whole-Brain Analysis

The whole-brain random effects analysis of the conjunction

(nl > nm) and (nm > ns) yielded a network of bilateral occipital

and parietal areas and an area in the medial frontal gyrus (see

Fig. 3).

Occipital activation was found in the right lingual gyrus

(MNI coordinates: 14, –88, –3, 20 voxels). Activations in the

middle occipital gyrus were centered left around (–32, –88, 18

[113 voxels]) and right around (39, –81, 15 [93 voxels]) but

extended in lateral and inferior directions, thus overlapping

with regions identified as area lateral occipital complex (LOC)

(Grill-Spector et al. 1998; Tootell and Hadjikhani 2001; Denys

et al. 2004). The activation in the medial frontal gyrus (–4, 18,

42, 35 voxels) was situated in an area generally recognized as

pre-SMA (Behrens et al. 2006; Klein et al. 2007). Significant

clusters of activations (left: –21, –60, 54, 44 voxels; right: 21, –63,

63, 37 voxels) were also found symmetrically in the posterior

part of the superior parietal lobe (see Fig. 3A,B, also Fig.

3D,E). All clusters survived a threshold for the conjunction

of P < 0.001 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons; right

lingual gyrus: 5 voxels; left middle occipital gyrus: 59 voxels;

right middle occipital gyrus: 33 voxels; medial frontal gyrus: 6

voxels; left posterior superior parietal lobe: 13 voxels; and

right posterior superior parietal lobe: 8 voxels).

Region of Interest Analysis

We computed the contrast saccade versus fixation on the

images of the localizer run, thresholded at P < 0.05 with a false

discovery rate correction. We then selected in both hemi-

spheres the active voxels in a sphere with radius 12 mm around

the local maximum that corresponded with coordinates of

a human homologue of LIP as reported in the literature (Sereno

et al. 2001; Simon et al. 2002; Koyama et al. 2004). The left

hemisphere human LIP region of interest (ROI) was centered

at –11, –63, 63; the right hemisphere human LIP ROI was

Figure 3. Experiment 1, results of the random effects analysis of the conjunction (nl [ nm) and (nm [ ns). For MNI coordinates, see text. (A) Activation in bilateral middle
occipital gyrus, right lingual gyrus, and left inferior occipital gyrus. Activation in the left superior parietal lobe is also visible. (B) Activation in posterior part of the superior parietal
lobe. (C) Activation in pre-SMA. (D) Poststimulus time histogram for the area in the left superior parietal lobe. (E) Poststimulus time histogram for the area in the right superior
parietal lobe.
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centered at 21, –63, 57. The ROIs of human LIP were adjacent

to and partly overlapping with the areas found active in the

random effects whole-brain analysis. The left ROI was situated

slightly more superior and medial than the random effects

activation; the right ROI was situated slightly more posterior

and medial.

Given that the ROIs did not completely overlap with the

whole-brain activation for the conjunction, we tested if the

ROIs were also number sensitive. The random effects analysis

on the average activation over all voxels in these ROIs showed

that the conjunction (nl > nm) and (nm > ns) was significant for

the ROI in both hemispheres (left: t15 = 1.90, P < 0.05; right:

t15 = 1.90, P < 0.05).

Discussion

The goal of Experiment 1 was to detect and localize number-

sensitive areas in the human brain. The results showed

a network of bilateral occipital and parietal areas and an area

in the medial frontal gyrus. Given that Roitman et al. (2007)

found summation coding neurons in monkey area LIP, we

wanted to assess the potential analogy of nonsymbolic number

processing in the monkey and the human brain. The ROI

analysis showed number sensitivity in bilateral posterior

superior parietal areas that functionally correspond to monkey

LIP. This suggests that the superior parietal cortex houses the

neural substrate for number-sensitive coding systems in

humans.

A number of alternative interpretations for the positive

correlation between the number of dots and the BOLD signal in

this area can be ruled out. The number-sensitive activation

observed in this study could not be due to response selection

because the task was only occasionally and unpredictably

inserted after a dot pattern stimulus and was always to choose

between 2 Arabic digits. Moreover, the task was implemented

as separately defined task trials and was modeled separately, so

number-sensitive activation cannot be confounded with

activation due to response selection.

One could argue that the positive relation between number

of dots and neural activity in the ROI analysis reflects the fact

that there was more saccade-related processing when partic-

ipants were presented with displays containing more dots.

Several arguments can be raised against this interpretation.

Stimuli were presented for a duration of only 150 ms, which is

too short to allow programming and executing even one

saccade, let alone a number of saccades as a function of

numerosity. Still, one could maintain that not the actual

execution of saccades but the mere intention to make a saccade

is sufficient to activate the saccade area defined by the localizer

task. However, Connolly et al. (2002) convincingly demon-

strated that the human homologue of LIP, contrary to the

frontal eye fields (FEFs), was not activated by saccadic intention

alone. Indeed, whereas the FEFs were activated during the

planning period preceding a saccade, human LIP was only

activated when the saccade target appeared and the saccade

was actually executed. This study thus suggests that the

absence of FEF activity in our conjunction analysis makes it

unlikely that participants planned more saccades when more

dots were presented. Even if more saccades were planned, this

could not have led to an increased BOLD response in the

superior parietal areas. Moreover, Lee et al. (2006) presented

several possible saccade target stimuli, varying the number of

potential saccade target locations. A positive correlation

between the strength of the BOLD response and number of

target locations was observed in the IPS only when an actual

saccade target was selected and the saccade was effectively

executed. Together, these studies rule out an interpretation in

terms of the number of saccades that is planned for a particular

stimulus. Finally, Todd and Marois (2004) found neural activity

in the IPS to be correlated with the number of elements in

a visual display during encoding and active maintenance in

visual short-term memory. In a control condition without the

need to maintain the visual objects in memory, parietal activity

was not modulated by the number of objects displayed. The

areas found by Todd and Marois could be the same as the ones

we found. The task used by these authors would indeed

activate an object location map, which may be involved in

visuospatial working memory. Nevertheless, the Todd and

Marois study does not allow concluding that the posterior

superior parietal is number sensitive because in their study

nonnumerical physical parameters were not controlled.

In addition to superior parietal cortex, also occipital and

frontal areas were found to be number sensitive in Experiment

1. To further investigate the functional properties of these

different areas, Experiment 2 was set up.

Experiment 2

As discussed in the Introduction, the model of Verguts and Fias

(2004) assumes a number-selective representation that is

shared for symbolic and nonsymbolic number. This number-

selective representation has been previously associated with

IPS (for reviews, see Dehaene et al. 2003; Cohen Kadosh et al.

2008). The model proposes that this shared representation is

reached through 2 different pathways. For nonsymbolic

quantities, the pathway should include areas that perform the

number-sensitive preprocessing steps (object location map and

summation coding), whereas the pathway for symbolic

quantities does not depend on these areas. Based on the ROI

analysis of Experiment 1, we suggested that the superior

parietal areas would house these number-sensitive preprocess-

ing steps. If this is correct, the pathway from early visual areas

(where both symbolic and nonsymbolic numbers are initially

processed) to this superior parietal area and from the latter

area to number-selective areas in IPS should be stronger for

nonsymbolic than for symbolic numbers. In contrast, the

pathway from the early visual areas directly to number-

selective areas should be stronger for symbolic numbers. This

is tested in Experiment 2 with an effective connectivity analysis

using structural equation modeling (STM).

Besides the superior parietal areas, Experiment 1 also

indicated occipital and frontal areas as number sensitive. The

functional properties of these areas were explored by subject-

ing them to the same connectivity analysis. If these areas are

not involved in number processing, a different connectivity

pattern should emerge when they replace the superior parietal

area in the SEM.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Twelve healthy adult volunteers (all male, right-handed) were

recruited from a student pool at Ghent University and were
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paid for participation. None of them had participated in

Experiment 1. The participants had a mean age of 19.9 (range:

19--23 years). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and

reported to have no neurological or psychiatric history. The

study was approved by the ethical committee of the Medical

Department of Ghent University. All participants gave written

informed consent prior to scanning.

Stimuli

The experiment consisted of a block design with blocks of

nonsymbolic quantities (dot patterns), blocks of symbolic

quantities (Arabic digits), and fixation blocks. During blocks

of nonsymbolic stimuli, dot displays were presented with

a numerosity ranging from 1 to 5. These stimuli were

constructed using the same routines as in Experiment 1. In

the first half of the experiment, the values for 2 of the 4

nonnumerical parameters (individual item size, interitem

spacing, cumulative area, and total area spanned by the dot

configuration; Dehaene S, Izard V, Piazza M, unpublished data;

Piazza et al. 2004) were drawn from a fixed distribution,

regardless of the number of dots, whereas the 2 other

nonnumerical parameters necessarily correlated with numer-

osity. In the second half of the experiment, 2 other parameters

were drawn from a fixed distribution and the other 2 again

correlated with numerosity. All combinations of controlled

parameters occurred equally often over the 12 participants.

The displays spanned maximally 7.8 visual degrees, both

horizontally and vertically. Blocks of symbolic stimuli consisted

of Arabic digits ranging from 1 to 5, printed in Courier font. The

digits spanned about 2.8 visual degrees horizontally and 4

degrees vertically, which corresponded to the mean cumula-

tive area of the dot displays.

Experimental Procedure

A small light blue fixation cross remained in the center of the

screen throughout the total scanning time, and participants

were instructed to fixate the cross during the whole scan

session. Stimuli were centered around this fixation cross, white

against a black background. A stimulus was presented for 200

ms, every 1150 ms. There were 10 blocks of symbolic stimuli

and 10 blocks of nonsymbolic stimuli. After blocks 4, 8, 12, and

16, a fixation block was introduced, during which participants

had to maintain fixation on the fixation cross for 16 100 ms. In

order to ensure sustained attention to the stimuli, a task was

presented at the end of each block (see Fig. 4). In this task, 2

stimuli were presented left and right of the fixation cross, and

participants were asked to indicate the number corresponding

to the previous display by pressing a button with their left or

right index finger. 4000 ms after the presentation of the 2 task

stimuli, a new block started, synchronized with the beginning

of the next TR. Blocks had a variable length and consisted of 13

(14 950 ms) to 27 stimuli (31 050 ms). Blocks of symbolic and

nonsymbolic stimuli alternated randomly. All blocks were

presented within one scanning session. Over the whole

scanning session, 200 symbolic and 200 nonsymbolic stimuli

were presented.

The experimental procedure was controlled using the

Tscope library for the C programming language (Stevens et al.

2006). Stimuli were presented on a back-projection screen at

the head of the scanner bore. Participants viewed the screen

through a mirror mounted on the head coil.

Imaging Procedure

Participants were positioned head first and supine in the bore.

Images were collected using the same MRI scanner and head

coil as in Experiment 1. A 3D high-resolution T1-weighted

anatomical image was first acquired for coregistration with the

functional images, using the same anatomical sequence as in

Experiment 1. Whole-brain functional images were acquired

using a T2*-weighted EPI sequence, sensitive to BOLD contrast

(TR = 3000 ms, TE = 33 ms, image matrix = 64 3 64, FOV =
192 mm, flip angle = 90�, slice thickness = 3.0 mm, distance

factor = 33%, voxel size 3 3 3 3 3 mm, 46 axial slices). In all,

228 functional volumes were acquired during the functional

scanning session.

Image Processing and Statistical Analysis

Data analysis was performed using the SPM5 toolbox (http://

www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Functional volumes were cor-

rected for slice timing, motion corrected to the middle volume

of the session (second degree B-spline interpolation), and

coregistered to the anatomical volume. Next, the combined

tissue classification, bias correction, and nonlinear warping

procedure of SPM5 were used to normalize the functional and

anatomical images to the MNI template. Functional images

were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8-mm FWHM prior to

statistical analysis.

Functional data were subjected to a GLM analysis with 3

predictors describing the experimental design (symbolic,

nonsymbolic, and task). The protocol was specified in milli-

seconds and convolved with the canonical hemodynamic

response function. Six extra predictors derived from the

realignment procedure modeled head motion. The data were

high-pass filtered with a cutoff of 128 s. For the purpose of

defining representative time series (see below), statistical maps

were created for each participant for the contrast

nonsymbolic > symbolic and for the conjunction between

symbolic and nonsymbolic. For multisubject GLM, runs of the

same subject were implemented as fixed effects, between

subjects as random effects. Conjunctions were calculated based

Figure 4. Experiment 2. Snapshot of the experimental design.
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on the minimum t-statistic compared against the conjunction

null (Nichols et al. 2005). As in Experiment 1, activations are

reported at a P level of 0.005 with a cluster extent threshold of

20 voxels.

The second-level analysis of the imaging results showed

shared activation for symbolic and nonsymbolic stimuli in

the left IPS but not in the right IPS (see below). Therefore, the

number-selective areas analysis was restricted to areas in the

left hemisphere. To obtain the data for this analysis, we

computed the first eigenvariate time series of the areas we

were interested in for each participant separately: early visual

areas, number-sensitive areas, and number-selective areas (see

Fig. 5). For early visual areas, the time series were computed

over the voxels of Brodmann area 17 as defined by the WFU

Pickatlas tool (Maldjian et al. 2003). To avoid an excessive

amount of noise, voxels were excluded that did not survive

a liberal threshold of P < 0.05 (uncorrected) for the conjunc-

tion of symbolic and nonsymbolic formats on the participant

level. For number-selective areas, the time series were

computed over the voxels of the left parietal area that was

activated in the second-level conjunction analysis of Experi-

ment 2. Again, voxels were excluded that did not survive the

P < 0.05 level for the conjunction of symbolic and nonsymbolic

formats on the participant level. Because Experiment 1

suggested different candidates for number-sensitive areas, we

performed 3 different number-selective areas analyses. Al-

though keeping the data for early visual areas and number-

selective areas the same, the data for number-sensitive areas

were different for each of these analyses. The first eigenvariate

time series for number-sensitive areas were computed, re-

spectively, over the voxels of the superior parietal, the middle

occipital, and the pre-SMA areas that were activated in the

second-level conjunction analysis of Experiment 1. Voxels

were excluded that did not survive the P < 0.05 (uncorrected)

level for the contrast nonsymbolic > symbolic on the

participant level. Participants with no activated voxels above

the P < 0.05 threshold for one of these regions were excluded

from the analyses for this region. One participant was excluded

this way for the analysis with the data for number-sensitive

areas extracted from the superior parietal area, 3 participants

Figure 5. (A, B) Activation from the random effects analyses of Experiments 1 and 2, mapped onto population-averaged human brain by Caret (http://brainvis.wustl.edu/wiki/
index.php/Caret:About, Van Essen and Drury 1997). In red, the conjunction (nl [ nm) and (nm [ ns) of Experiment 1; in blue, the conjunction symbolic and nonsymbolic of
Experiment 2. The yellow ring represents the overall mean coordinates obtained from the meta-analysis by Cohen Kadosh et al. (2008). The cyan ring represents the left parietal
peak activation for regions showing a distance-dependent recovery from adaptation as found by Piazza et al. (2007). VIS: primary visual region (for precise definition, see text).
SENS: number-sensitive region in the superior parietal lobe. SEL: number-selective region in IPS. (C, D) Graphical representation of the SEM for symbolic (C) and nonsymbolic (D)
blocks (line weight correlates with path coefficient). (E) Path coefficients resulting from the SEM analysis for different connections and different formats.
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for the analysis with the data from the middle occipital

area, and 2 participants for the analysis with the data from

pre-SMA.

The same procedure was followed for each of the 3 SEM

analyses. First, for each of the 3 extracted time series (early

visual areas, number-sensitive areas, and number-selective

areas), we separated the data of symbolic and nonsymbolic

blocks into 2 vectors. The 6 resulting vectors were normalized

(zero mean, unit variance) and were then used to construct 2

covariance matrices, one for the data from the symbolic blocks

and one for the data from the nonsymbolic blocks. This way, 12

unique data points {2 [symbolic and nonsymbolic] 3 [3

(variances) + 3 (covariances)]} were obtained per analysis for

each participant. For the number-selective areas analysis,

a model was designed with the same structure for the symbolic

and the nonsymbolic data. Unique variances were allowed for

early visual areas, number-sensitive areas, and number-selective

areas, and forward connections were assumed between these 3

areas: from early visual areas to number-sensitive areas, from

number-sensitive areas to number-selective areas, and from

early visual areas to number-selective areas (see Fig. 5). First,

we ensured that it was meaningful to assume different path

coefficients for symbolic and nonsymbolic formats. To this end,

a null model in which connections were restricted to be equal

for the 2 different formats was compared with a full model that

allowed different path coefficients for different formats (for

a similar approach, see Büchel and Friston 1997). Each model

was fitted for each participant separately, and the null

hypothesis of no differences between stimulus formats was

tested with a chi-square statistic. To obtain a test over all 12

participants, the test statistics (each chi square distributed with

3 degrees of freedom) were added across participants

(Christensen 2002). Next, the path coefficients of the full

model were entered in a random effects analysis to test our

specific predictions at the population level.

Results

Behavioral Results

Due to a technical malfunction, the behavioral data of one

participant were not correctly registered. The mean accuracy

of the other 11 participants on the 1-back task was 82%. There

was a significant difference in mean reaction time on the

correct trials for symbolic stimuli (577 ms) and for non-

symbolic stimuli (785 ms; F1,10 = 32.55, P < 0.001).

Whole-Brain Results

The results of the second-level conjunction between symbolic

and nonsymbolic blocks are shown in blue in Figure 5. Not

surprisingly, viewing symbolic and nonsymbolic stimuli acti-

vated a widespread network of visual areas in the bilateral

occipital cortex. Activation was also found in left and right

central and precentral gyrus and in pre-SMA. Finally, the

conjunction also revealed activation in the left parietal lobe. A

cluster of 59 voxels was located in the IPS, with the local

maximum at –36, –60, 57. This is very close to the activation

peaks that show a distance effect in recovery from adaptation,

regardless of stimulus format (Piazza et al. 2007). The location

of the left parietal peak also corresponds very well to the

average coordinates reported in a recent meta-analysis of

studies on numerical cognition (Cohen Kadosh et al. 2008; see

Fig. 5).

SEM Results

The SEM analyses were performed 3 times, with the data for

number-sensitive areas extracted from the superior parietal,

the middle occipital, and the medial frontal areas found in the

conjunction analysis of Experiment 1. When the time series for

number-sensitive areas were extracted from the superior

parietal area, the full model with different path coefficients

for symbolic and nonsymbolic formats fitted significantly better

than the model with equal path coefficients (v2(36) = 56.19,

P < 0.05). All path coefficients of the full model were

significantly higher than zero at a P level of 0.05 (1-tailed).

These path coefficients were compared across stimulus formats

using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a 2 (format:

symbolic or nonsymbolic) by 3 (connection: early visual areas

to number-sensitive areas, number-sensitive areas to number-

selective areas, or early visual areas to number-selective areas)

design. There was a main effect of format (F1,10 = 8.19,

P < 0.05): path coefficients for nonsymbolic paths were higher

than for symbolic paths. There was also a main effect of

connection (F2,20 = 10.63, P < 0.01). Importantly, the in-

teraction between format and connection was significant:

F2,20 = 8.89, P < 0.01. We used 1-tailed planned comparisons

to test our predictions in more detail. The path coefficients for

the connections between early visual areas and number-

sensitive areas and between number-sensitive areas and

number-selective areas were greater for nonsymbolic than for

symbolic quantities (t10 = 3.31, P < 0.01; t10 = 4.19, P < 0.001,

respectively), whereas the coefficients for the connection

between early visual areas and number-selective areas were

close to significantly stronger for the symbolic than for the

nonsymbolic format (t10 = 1.67, P = 0.063; see Fig. 5, panel E).

In the analyses with the time series for number-sensitive

areas extracted from the middle occipital gyrus, the full model

was not significantly better than the null model with equal path

coefficients for symbolic and nonsymbolic formats (v2[27] =
35.84, P = 0.119). The path coefficients of the full model were

significantly higher than zero, except for the coefficient of the

path between early visual areas and number-selective areas in

the nonsymbolic blocks. The ANOVA on the path coefficients

of the full model showed no main effect for format (F1,8 =
0.380, P = 0.56). There was a main effect of connection

(F2,16 = 5.16, P < 0.05). There was no significant interaction

between format and connection (F2,16 = 0.717, P = 0.50; see

Supplementary Fig. S1, panel A).

When the time series for number-sensitive areas were

extracted from the pre-SMA, the model with different path

coefficients for symbolic and nonsymbolic formats was

significantly better than the model with equal path coefficients

(v2[30] = 57.78, P < 0.01). The path coefficients of the full

model were significantly higher than zero, except for the

coefficient of the path between early visual areas and number-

sensitive areas in the symbolic blocks. Importantly, there were

no main effects of format and connection (F1,9 = 1.60, P = 0.238

and F2,18 = 2.73, P = 0.092, respectively) nor was there an

interaction between these factors (F2,18 = 0.91, P = 0.422; see

Supplementary Fig. S1, panel B).

Discussion

In Experiment 2, we further investigated the functional

properties of the different number-sensitive areas that were

found in Experiment 1. To this end, we performed a functional
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connectivity analysis using SEM. It was confirmed that an area

in the left IPS to which the number-selective representation of

quantity has been ascribed shows a different functional

connectivity with visual and number-sensitive areas for

symbolic versus nonsymbolic quantities. We showed that

processing nonsymbolic quantities relies on a pathway that

includes an area in the left parietal cortex, medial, and

posterior to the areas that have been shown to be activated

by a number-selective coding system. Processing symbolic

quantities on the other hand relies more on a pathway that

does not include this posterior superior parietal activation.

When fitting the SEM to the data for number-sensitive areas

extracted from the occipital area found in Experiment 1, there

was no evidence that they are part of a pathway for processing

nonsymbolic numerical stimuli. We therefore provide possible

explanations why the strength of the BOLD response in these

areas correlated with numerosity in Experiment 1. Notwith-

standing the careful control of intensive and extensive variable

such as area, dot size, luminance, and interdot spacing, it is still

possible that displays with few dots have different visual

properties than displays with more dots. As an example,

displays containing more dots are visually more complex, even

when intensive and extensive variables are controlled. In-

terestingly, the visual areas that were modulated by numerosity

comprised the LOC. A number of studies have demonstrated

the involvement of LOC during the perception of illusory

contours (for a review, see Seghier and Vuilleumier 2006). This

suggests that the visual system tries to derive shape by

connecting individual visual elements. This is consistent with

Murray et al. (2004) who found higher activation in LOC when

visual perception involved grouping of individual elements into

a coherent representation. The lingual gyrus, where we also

observed a positive correlation between the BOLD signal and

numerosity, has also been implied in the perception of illusory

contours (Halgren et al. 2003). It can therefore be argued that

the involvement of lingual gyrus and the middle occipital gyrus

in our study reflects the mandatory tendency of the visual

system to construct visual patterns. Indeed, within our range of

low numerosities, the perceptual organization of 2 dots as

a line, 3 dots as a triangle, and 4 dots as a quadrangle is quite

salient. Importantly, earlier behavioral studies have ruled out

the tendency to perceive shapes in visual dot displays as

a critical factor for rapid enumeration (subitizing) of visual dot

displays (Trick and Pylyshyn 1994). Together with absence of

an interaction between input format and processing pathway,

we conclude that the observed modulation of occipital areas by

numerosity is not a critical numerical preprocessing step but is

a mere side effect of the way the visual system operates.

Activation that positively correlated with numerosity in

Experiment 1 was also found in pre-SMA. However, the ANOVA

on the path coefficients from the number-selective areas analysis

of Experiment 2 showed no main effects nor an interaction

between format and connection. The exact reason for the pre-

SMA activation in Experiment 1 remains unclear, but it is safe to

assume that pre-SMA does not reflect the type of number-

sensitive preprocessing that is required to convert visual

numerosity into a number-selective coding system because it is

not located in the occipitoparietal stream of visual information. It

is more likely that pre-SMA receives numerical information that

has been computed at earlier stages of the cortical hierarchy (for

a similar argument, see also Nieder 2005). Possibly, an in-

teraction between numerical processing and intended action as

evidenced by some authors (Badets et al. 2007; Moretto and di

Pellegrino 2008) might have caused activation in pre-SMA. The

precise reasons for its involvement remain to be found out.

General Discussion

In this study, we identified an area in the posterior superior

parietal cortex as the neural substrate for a number-sensitive

coding system in humans. In Experiment 1, areas were

localized that showed an increase in BOLD signal with

increasing numerosity, while tightly controlling for different

visual parameters. In Experiment 2, we investigated the

functional connectivity of these areas. It was shown that only

the functional connectivity pattern of the posterior superior

parietal area found in Experiment 1 agreed with the model

architecture proposed by Verguts and Fias (2004). Based on

a series of computational modeling simulations, these authors

suggested 2 separate processing pathways for symbolic and

nonsymbolic quantities. Roggeman et al. (2007) already

supported this idea with behavioral experiments. The results

from Experiment 2 provide converging neural evidence for this

idea. Both electrophysiological (Nieder and Miller 2004) and

neuroimaging studies (Piazza et al. 2004, 2007; Cantlon et al.

2006) have indicated an area in the IPS as the neural substrate

for a number-selective representation of number. Piazza et al.

(2007) showed that this representation is shared for both

symbolic and nonsymbolic studies. In the whole-brain analysis

of Experiment 2, we confirm that a portion of the IPS is

activated by numerical stimuli, regardless of the input format.

However, the number-selective areas analysis showed that the

different pathways to reach this area are modulated by the

input format. For nonsymbolic quantities, the pathway that

includes the number-sensitive area in posterior superior

parietal cortex is stronger. In contrast, processing symbolic

quantities more strongly activates a pathway that does not rely

on this intermediate number-sensitive processing stage.

Our results show an anatomical distinction between the

number-sensitive and number-selective cortical regions. Ex-

periment 1 shows number-sensitive processing in superior

parietal cortex. Contrary, the IPS activation in the conjunction

of symbolic and nonsymbolic quantities in Experiment 2 was

located more anteriorly, at a location that corresponds with

activity observed in experiments that specifically investigated

number-selective coding (Piazza et al. 2004, 2007; see Fig. 5A,B).

An analogous distinction between number-sensitive and num-

ber-selective processing has also been found in electrophysio-

logical experiments in monkeys. Whereas number-sensitive

neurons have been found in area LIP (Roitman et al. 2007),

number-selective neurons are traditionally found more anteri-

orly in the IPS (Nieder and Miller 2004). Such a posterior to

anterior gradient along the occipitoparietal visual stream from

number-sensitive to number-selective processing is consistent

with our results from the number-selective areas analysis

showing that number-sensitive processing is an intermediate

processing step in nonsymbolic number processing between

early visual sensory analysis and a number-selective coding

system.

As the present study shows, a combination of a classic

statistical parametric mapping approach and connectivity

analyses provides an interesting vantage point to interpret

functional brain images and can be an efficient tool to validate

models of cognitive functioning. Although this approach is already
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established in other domains, the present study is to our

knowledge the first to investigate brain connectivity during

number processing. Nevertheless, some questions remain for

future research. The first question relates to the fact that the paths

inournumber-selective areas analysis donotnecessarily represent

anatomical connections in the human brain. In Experiment 2, the

modeling of brain activation using number-selective areas

provides evidence for effective connectivity between areas under

different conditions,withoutdirect anatomical assumptions about

connectivity. It is possible, for example, that occipital visual areas

contact IPS only indirectly when processing symbolic stimuli.

Cohen and Dehaene (1991) reasoned that a neural system must

exist that identifies numerical symbols and their relative position

in a stimulus. Analogous to the visual word form (Warrington and

Shallice 1980), they termed the representation resulting from this

system the visual number form and argued that it is implemented

in occipitotemporal areas (Dehaene and Cohen 1995; Cohen and

Dehaene 1996). Because a precise anatomical or functional

description of the number form is still lacking, it was not possible

to include it in the number-selective areas analysis in the present

study. This must be focused on in later studies. A second issue that

deserves extra attention in future research relates to hemispheric

specialization for number processing. In Experiment 2, we

observed shared activation for symbolic and nonsymbolic stimuli

in the left but not in the right IPS. We therefore restricted the

number-selective areas analyses to the left hemisphere. Although

number-related activity is commonly found in both hemispheres,

previous work discussed the possibility that during development,

the left IPS develops a more fine-tuned shared representation for

symbolic and nonsymbolic quantities than the right IPS (Piazza

et al. 2007; Ansari2008).However, additional evidence that the left

and right hemispheres differentially process numerical informa-

tion is still needed before strong conclusions can be drawn. We

believe that the combination of localization and connectivity

studies on functional brain data will aid in clarifying these issues

and in enhancing our understanding of how the brain processes

numbers in general.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.

oxfordjournals.org/
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